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Abstract— A present scenario of traffic is, traffic is 

increased day by day and it was impossible to controlled to 
traffic at major intersection by traffic manually.one way to 

controlled traffic at major or busy intersection is to 

constructed a rotary, which is special type at grade 

intersection. Where all converging vehicle are forced to 

move around a central island in clock wise direction. The 

intersection has for approach road with one-way traffic in all 

approach road and there are no traffic police, signals to 

controlled traffic for 24 hours’ design of rotary in this way 

major conflict are converted in to major or minor conflict 

like merging or diverging and vehicle entering the rotary are 

gently forced to move in clock wise direction. And accidents 

will be minimum to say nearly zero for this essential to have 
the information on traffic volume coming from approach 

road. 

Keywords: circumrotatory concept (clockwise one-way) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. General: 

Now a day due to increase in population and land limitation 

in Surat city. Walking is considered as one of the most 

relevant means of mode in transportation. It is considered as 

the most relevant from of mode for the people using public 

transport and for people having no vehicles. Rotary 

intersection or roundabouts are special from of at-grade 

intersection laid out for the movement of traffic in one 

direction around a central traffic island. Essentially all the 

major conflict an intersection namely the collision between 

through and right-turn movement are converted into milder 

conflict namely merging and diverging. The vehicle 

centering the rotary are gently forced to move in clockwise 
direction in orderly fashion. They then weave out of the 

rotary to the desired direction. 

B. Problem Identification: 

 Wasting time of motorists and passengers ("opportunity 

cost"). As a non-productive activity for most people, 
congestion reduces regional economic health. 

 Delays, which may result in late arrival for 

employment, meeting, and education, resulting in lost 

business, disciplinary action or other personal losses. 

 Inability to forecast travel time accurately, leading to 

drivers allocating more time to travel “just in case”, and 

less time on productive activities. 

 Wasted fuel increasing air pollution and carbon dioxide 

emissions owing to increased idling, acceleration and 

breaking. 

 Wear and tear on the vehicle as a result of idling in 
traffic and frequent acceleration and breaking, leading 

to more frequent repairs and replacement. 

 Stressed and frustrated motorists, encouraging road rage 

and reduced health of motorists. 

 Higher chance of collisions due to tight spacing and 

constant stopping and going. 

 Emergencies: blocked traffic may interfere with the 

passage of emergency vehicles traveling to their 

destinations where they are urgently needed. 

C. Aim and Objective: 

1) Aim: 

junction Length width 

shital bakery to Umiyadham circle 410m 24m 

Umiyadham circle to L.S.blood bank 540m 11.76m 

L.S.blood bank to minibazar road 430m 22m 

Minibazar road to shital bakery 550m 12.26m 

To design a circumrotatory intersection which will reduce 
accidents, conflict point and delay as well as increase safety 

and comfort of road user. 

2) Objective: 

 To minimize the conflict point at intersection  

 To find solution to overcome traffic problem 

 To define and generate the capacity of roundabout 

junctions. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

III. STUDY AREA 

In Surat city varacha area is very congested area. There are 

so many businesses of diamond and other big factory in this 

area so there so many traffic at particular time period. We 

did survey of this area and we find four junctions were 

traffic problem is very high. Umiyadham circle, shital 

bakery, minibazar road, l.s. blood bank. This four junction 

are very congested at morning and evening.in this area there 

are so many worker public travel daily for work at a same 

time so there is traffic volume is high and making 
discomfort to road user and pedestrian. On umiyadham 

circle there is umiya mata temple so many people visit it 
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daily then at shital bakery junction there are so many auto 

garage and food stall for breakfast and lunch for worker do 

job in company. Minibazar road is very congested because 
this junction attach with very famous area so many public 

daily travel from minibazar road. 

Detail of junction with road and their length and 

width as given below  

IV. DATA COLLECTION 

 

 
20th september,2019 (Friday) Morning 9 to 10am      

Junction Towards backwards 

shital bakery to Umiyadham circle 1182 1545 

Umiyadham circle to L.S.blood 

bank 
954 966 

L.S.blood bank to minibazar road 986 1246 

Minibazar road to shital bakery 1311 738 

 

Junction Towards backwards 

shital bakery to Umiyadham circle 1397 1626 

Umiyadham circle to L.S.blood 

bank 
1056 1156 

L.S.blood bank to minibazar road 1080 1321 

Minibazar road to shital bakery 1552 964 

 
21th september,2019 (Saturday) Morning 9 to 10 am 

Junction Towards backwards 

shital bakery to Umiyadham circle 1215 1603 

Umiyadham circle to L.S.blood 

bank 
1227 990 

L.S.blood bank to minibazar road 1005 1326 

Minibazar road to shital bakery 1348 808 

 
21th september, 2019 (Saturday) Evening 7 to 8 pm 

Junction Towards backwards 

shital bakery to Umiyadham circle 1419 1696 

Umiyadham circle to L.S.blood 

bank 
1368 1229 

L.S.blood bank to minibazar road 1110 1352 

Minibazar road to shital bakery 1570 1441 

 
20th september,2019 (Friday) Evening 7 to 8 pm 
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22th september,2019 (Sunday) Morning 9 to 10 am 

Junction Towards Backwards 

shital bakery to Umiyadham circle 945 1235 

Umiyadham circle to L.S.blood 

bank 
926 771 

L.S.blood bank to minibazar road 788 996 

Minibazar road to shital bakery 1047 599 

 
22th september,2019 (Sunday) Evening 7 to 8 pm 

Junction Towards backwards 

shital bakery to Umiyadham circle 117 1300 

Umiyadham circle to L.S.blood 

bank 
1048 891 

L.S.blood bank to minibazar road 864 1056 

Minibazar road to shital bakery 1241 770 

A. Moving Observer method: 

1) Clockwise Direction Survey (24 January 2020 / 9 to 10am): 

ROAD x m0 mp y=m0-mp ta tw q 𝑡̅ v k 

Umiyadham circle to L.S.blood bank 50 17 10 7 0.027 0.027 1050 0.020 27 40 

L.S.blood bank to minibazar road 110 25 41 -16 0.021 0.021 2240 0.028 15.35 145 

Minibazar road to shital bakery 104 8 70 -62 0.027 0.027 780 0.106 5.18 150 

shital bakery to Umiyadham circle 75 16 8 8 0.020 0.020 2080 0.016 25.62 81.18 

2) Anticlockwise Direction Survey (24 January 2020 / 9 to 

10 am): 

ROAD x m0 mp y=m0-mp ta tw q 𝑡̅ v k 

Umiyadham circle to shital bakery 65 13 5 8 0.020 0.020 1825 0.015 30 60 

shital bakery  to Minibazar road 95 5 65 -60 0.027 0.027 650 0.120 15 130 

minibazar road to 

L.S.blood bank 
100 22 35 -13 0.021 0.021 2070 0.027 16 130 

L.S.blood bank to Umiyadham circle 45 13 9 4 0.027 0.027 910 0.022 25 50 

Where: 

x = no of vehicle moving against the stream 

m0 = no of vehicle overtaking the test vehicle 

mp = no of vehicle overtaken by test vehicle 

ta = average journey time in minutes when test car is running 

against the traffic  

𝑞 =
𝑥+𝑦

𝑡𝑎+𝑡𝑤
 ……………traffic flow (veh/hrs) 

𝑡̅ = 𝑡𝑤- 
𝑦

𝑞
 ………........average journey time (hrs) 

𝑣 =
𝑙

𝑡̅
 ………………. stream speed (km/hrs) 

𝑘 =
𝑞

𝑣
 …………………traffic density (veh/hrs) 

We do survey of our study area by moving 

observing method in clockwise and anticlockwise direction. 

From data we get that the traffic flow(q), stream speed(v), 

and traffic intensity of anticlockwise direction is same as 

clockwise direction and less then that as data mention in 

table. From this analysis we get that the clockwise direction 

is suitable for our design more than anticlockwise, and also 

from IRC our Indian road is design as the right hand side 

driving rule so the conflict point is accursing less in 
clockwise direction so that clockwise direction is suitable 

for our one-way road design. 

This study shows the relation between traffic flow 

and travel time delay as the traffic flow increases the travel 

time delay also will increase, on the other hand smaller the 

delay time higher the speed of the vehicle and smaller the 

travel time of vehicle. To better represent traffic flow, 

relationships have been established between the three main 

characteristics: (1) flow, (2) density, and (3) velocity. These 

relationships help in planning, design, and operations of 

roadway facilities. Traffic flow measurement has many uses 

in the planning, design and operation of the road facilities. 

V. SOLUTION 

 
circumrotatory concept (clockwise one-way) 
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From the survey of traffic volume count carried out at rotary 

intersection at umiyadham circle, minibazar road, shital 

bakery, l.s.blood bank it is observed that traffic volume at 
survey location during peak hour(both morning and 

evening) is much more as compare to standard volume per 

hour recommended value as per IRC (range from 

500PCU/hr. to3000 PCU/hr.) resulting traffic congestion 

from study we found out maximum traffic volume density is 

6015PCU/hr. and minimum traffic volume density is 

2761PCU/hr. above value shows clearly the heavy amount 

to traffic which enter the rotary leading to long traffic jam 

during pick hour. The rotary should be redesign to handle 

such an enormous traffic number or given alternative for 

traffic jam for particular intersection. 

Suggestion for rotary efficient: 

 Introducing one-way traffic movement during peak 

hour at intersection so as to avoid accidents, delay, 

traffic jams and thus making it efficient in high traffic 

and peak hour 

 introducing proper signal design at intersection  

 Change in physical geometry of rotary intersection 4T 

(roundabout), changing weaving length, width etc. 

which can reduce conflict points. 
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